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May man keep a watchful eye
that these crimes against humanity
will never reoccur again.
All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of clandestine
high tech terror and all the people, who profess to help the victims with emergency medication
pellets anonymously, sodomize to death any proponent of an effective clean up of these crimes
through publication, prosecution and the establishment of public, reliable safeguards. The most
perverse assassins in the history of mankind, they act in contract to the leaders of the
Governments of the US, Russia, Germany, Great Britain, France, Japan, Israel, Saudi Arabia,
the President of South Africa and the leaders of the US Military and NATO.
They operate extermination camps, assassination squads eliminating more than one hundred
people a year.
They operate medical dissection camps, hit teams conducting field testing of new classes of
toxins on tens of thousands of people a year.
They operate labor camps of sadism and sodomy, hit teams massdrugging millions of people a
year.
They operate CIA gas chambers, hit teams spraying thousands of people a year with concentrated nerve gas and industrial toxic gases.
They operate labor camps of deception and perfidy, recording in excess of ten billion of videos,
conversations and brain wave patterns a day.
They operate labor camps of subversion and corruption, promoting massive, clandestine
human rights violations around the world.

All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND,
etc…., drive ahead with their project ‘total information control’, in first priority the establishment of a worldwide, gapless early warning system against security threats to cut short
incisively any attempt towards publication of the employment of illegal listening devices or of a
target’s medical and legal evidence. Equally suppressed are oversight functions of parliamentary control commissions, investigations of a district attorney’s office or toxicological analyses
of a medical association, also entire critical, political issues with all their fibers are surgically
removed from public awareness. These labor camps of deception and perfidy are camouflaged
in image fascism by images of constitutionality of all government acts, a welfare image of all
government institutions, ensuring basic civic liberties and top screened by ethical standards
like work ethics, cooperation in teams, public discussion of all issues with democratic
mechanisms of conflict solving.
Truth, the light to all human endeavors, constituting common ground for dignity of man and
universal principles of unity and equality of all mankind, has been sodomized to death. In the
name of humanity, suppressed is the publication of the unleashing of the multiple, uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
Pretended goals are national strength through economic vitality and technological superiority,
ever accelerating technological progress with application of rationality in all areas of life,
welfare of the people with progressive industrialization and creation of wealth as a rational
basis for secret policy goals like ‘total information control’, enforced through high tech power
centers. In blasphemy of reason, arguing out of hate of other people, out of inversion of mind,
tools of clandestine high tech terror manipulate all political, sociological, individual neurological
and also individual genetic processes in the population at large, unleashing the multiple,
uncontrolled dangers of the extinction of mankind.
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Pretended goals are a community of nations, living in peace, freedom, self-determination,
development of culture and raising standards of living in all countries, ensuring personal
liberties with freedom of thought and movement, right to life, health, work and privacy. In
blasphemy of maturity, tools of clandestine high tech terror cripple above all man’s inner
freedoms, free use of his faculties, his mental operations, in all his individuality, character and
development are channeled towards an ideological uniform, faith, reason, maturity and ethics
bare mind or to be stripped to collapse, the population’s gene pool polluted to lead to the
extinction of mankind.
Pretended goals are a community of nations, free of the scourges of war, in recognition of
human rights, equality of all nations, races, religions and the sexes, adherence to international
law and international institutions of arbitration. In blasphemy of ethics tools of clandestine high
tech terror have defiled human dignity, destroyed the democratic constitutions with their
principles of representation, solidarity, separation of powers, parliamentary oversight functions, enforcement of basic liberties with medical care diagnosing true causalities and also
civilization worldwide in all fields of human endeavors, a breeding ground to foster crimes
against mankind to shoot into gigantic proportions to cause the extinction of mankind.
All the major parties and security agencies, who profess to clean up the crimes of the CIA,
BND, etc…., evolving since forty years, escalated the investigation into these crimes into a
dirty war of global dimensions against the personnel of these agencies, especially a nerve gas
and poison pellet war against the BND on german soil and fuel a fornication race of all major
parties in despotic perversion to gain predominance in all available tools of clandestine high
tech terror.
The worst Nazi whores in the history of mankind, they commit every excess of depravity
conceivable. Through a global network of hit teams they operate the largest labor camp of
sadism and sodomy, taking those of the CIA, BND, US Military and NATO together. They
operate extermination camps at the site of former Nazi concentration camps. Initial act of all
operations is defilement of human dignity, they physically fornicate on the Bible at the
breakfast table in front of their parents and children and stray people’s clothing with odorous
extract of excrements, wherever they can worldwide and monitor the targets’ psychological
reactions to these attacks in their brain wave patterns.
The toxins employed in their extermination chambers via depot poison pellets exceed in
bestiality those of nerve gases. In the project ‘total personality collapse’ the target’s mental
operations and emotional sensations are selectively suppressed by blocking agents like
memory, visualization of objects, formation of abstract conceptions, reflection, feelings from
delight to despair without impairing the somatic or autonomic nervous systems, eliminate all
motions of reason and heart. Subsequently the target is pumped up with a variety of CIA
sodomy drugs, also evoking fixed mental images of pornographic content. Video devices in its
home toilet bowl measure leg position, movement of digestive tract muscles and genital
organs to gather material for pornographic slander.
In the project ‘joy of death’ the target is equally crippled in its mental operations and
emotional sensations, rendering it an intellectual and emotional vegetable, however stabilized
with various sedatives in passivity and general well-feeling to manipulate it through all
extremes of neurological and psychological states without inner counter-reaction, even
inducing complacency in the agony of death during the last twenty minutes in a Nazi death
chamber.

All the major parties and security agencies, who claim to clean up the crimes of the CIA, BND,
etc…., breathe the truth about these crimes as odorous essence of human sperm through their
brains and hearts.
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Power is injustice.
A) Excessive military build up with strategic forces commanding stockpiles of mass destruction,
in each category sufficient to eradicate the population of the earth ten or more times over as a
threat of military force is not justified on any grounds.
ABC weapons and tools of clandestine high tech terror are not practical tools of deterrence or
of regionally limited warfare, but with their disastrous consequences self-destructive, killing in
one attack ten to hundred of millions of people, devastating infrastructure of the size of entire
regions and rendering the soil uninhabitable in the size of entire countries for hundreds of
centuries to come. The global economy would recoil drastically under elimination of entire
financial, economic and cultural markets, pressed by antifallout and clean up expenditures.
Political-military alliances, encompassing half the globe, with massive use of force doctrines,
rigid, force only command structures, global military presence to stress credibility of the use of
force, conventional forces operating arbitrarily under the nuclear shield, propaganda-technological concepts for the use of conventional weapons, rekindling civil wars around the world,
non-action on massive human rights violations do not exercise any constructive political
leverage, but to keep mass annihilation present in public awareness.
Excessive military forces and global military alliances are not political order, security stabilizing
structures, - political ambitions do not concentrate on expanding military enterprises anymore,
the times for territorial and nation building conquests has past. External enemies have been
replaced by basic global problems: unequal distribution of wealth, overpopulation, environmental destruction and depletion of resources, clandestine high tech terror.
B) Excessive political power, concentrated in the head of the executive to lay out clear
guidelines for static and dynamic order-political concepts, is not justified on any grounds.
On the principle of general administrative competence of the community, except where by
necessity demanded, delegated by law, executive tasks on the federal level can be
restructured as constitutionally guarantied, independent institutions like treasury, internal
revenue, justice and environmental departments, transformed to legislative-administrative
institutions, shifted to the states and communities and also to a large part to civic
organizations. Functions of constitutional organs with law introducing competence are
structured heterogeneously according to operational independence, efficiency, legislative
response requirements, international interface, combining technical expertise with the most
immediate form of self-government. Legislative advisory committees develop legislation in
their fields on initiative of elected assembly members, pure and heterogeneous institutions,
party officials, special interests lobbyists, public opinion, all adhering to equal standards of
conflict of interests, a public accounting office and of civil rights commissions.
Economic, scientific, technological, cultural achievements grow out of numerous facets of life
and are in essence small group achievements. Functional elites do not shape in their fields
general national character anymore and a rigid, today alone on formal principles centralized
executive does not give any adequate representation of the will of the people. Nation building
in freedom and self-determination rooted historical forces have been replaced by technologicalethical problems of basic living environments, enforcement of civil rights, time limited project
management, interface of local-regional-international administrations in balance with deregulation.
Excessive political power, self-usurious, has in image fascism, deception, subversion, practice
of bestialities, destroyed the democratic constitutions and also civilization worldwide. A central
executive gives a representation of the will of the people only in foreign affairs and in preservation of social order, within the nation a purely administrative task. They are supported by
a department of foreign affairs, a project office and a downsized military on federal level and
an active police force mostly on state level.
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C) Development of international law in all fields, bilateral and multi-lateral alliances, financial,
economic cooperation agreements and general standards of international behavior are to be
based on the universal principles of dignity of man with freedom of thought and movement
and unity and equality of all mankind. Codification of inviolability of human genetic codes falls
into the framework of basic human rights, their legal verification common demand.
Institutions, arbitrating international law, require task specific charters, a government
independent elective mechanism, financial independence, investigative powers. Exercising their
oversight functions through ‘anti-trust commissions’ will focus primarily on human rights,
multi-lateral alliances, international financial and commercial institutions regarding their
political, economic, social and environmental behavior, technological power of research and
development centers in respect to projects, applications, publication of results and patent
rights to prevent gross misapplications.
D) Balance of power is not ensured by checks and balances of equal partners, here the executive, legislative and judicative branches. Gross political, criminal corruption is not contained as
long as the weight of political influence does not lie with the people, a large number of social
groups over small structures of political power, exercising oversight functions mainly from
outside the legislative through an array of control commissions with investigative powers.
Gross misdevelopments arise today mainly out of two sources, both moral failures: excessive
concentration of political and military power, branching like an octopus into all fields of daily
life, having set into motion a process of bestial subversion with security services as operational
arms, massively employing tools of clandestine high tech terror against the population. Most
other common misdevelopments result out of thoughtlessness of masses of the population,
pursuing their wasteful habits like fads, measuring man only by petty lengths, accumulating
toxic dumps from pollution.
The press today exercises hardly any fourth power watchdog functions, but acting out of
commercial and institutional interests serves as a first curtain of image fascism, pretending a
welfare image of all government institutions, applying to reality standards of illusion like
entertainment, sensation, gloss and superficiality to cove any technique of sublime oppression.
Intentional suppression of evidence about crimes against humanity weighs equal with the
deed.
A constitutional framework of a federal system with out- and down-structured separation of
powers, broad based representation, solidarity, awareness of major issues, enforcement of
human rights, oversight over political, economic, technological power as a non-ideological,
administrative backbone with spacious rips, will give functioning social structures room to
breath and imbue life also to self-cleaning political forces. With basic common values, good
reason, competence, free movement of thoughts, people and goods, balance of special
interests growing in a multi-directional, independent environment, stimulated are productivity,
participation of the majority of people in social active groups.
Development of an adequate solution to the crimes of the spiritual, political, civic and leaders
of the sciences of our times is derived out of ethics, its task solving historical cases of criminal
corruption. Focus of public awareness on the main issues of our times requires analysis of
present day development without adherence to past historical concepts, now ossified or
seeping away in superficialities. – Promoting a benefit, touching all inter-human relations,
ethics also acts as a constructive force in social endeavors, as small group efforts in a field of
worldwide, ethical pluralism and competition of concepts to preserve a state of ethical
freedom, where not a major present day conflict determines political action.
A moral utopia appeals to the conscience of the times, to a state, elevated by one step in
awareness of inter-human actions with their consequences to tame most devastating, free,
natural human inclinations through public education. Spiritual leadership to preserve man
against despotic perversion of our times in His holy image before the Lord and as a being,
balanced in spiritual, intellectual, ethical and emotional dimensions, will in first priority raise
standards of truth, practice restraint to the major issues of justice and peace and restriction to
non-power methods.
Power as a political tool over the Spirit of Man is archaic. Power needs to be eliminated as a
dirty word.
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